
TALK NUKES!TALK NUKES!

Talk Nukes is a storytelling project using Kamishibai [paper theater] on a bicycle to talk 
about nuclear energy and living in a post-Fukushima world. Kamishibai dates back to 1920's 
Japan and was a precursor to comic books and television.

We are concerned parents dreaming of a nuke-free world―At this point, the way we can 
best take action is to TALK NUKES! So, we plan to develop 3 stories. 2 of them we'll write and 
illustrate on our own (about nuclear energy in California & stories of surviving Fukushima) but 
the third story will be dynamic, ongoing and collaboratively-created.  We hope you'll help.  

We'll build a stage, put it on an old townie bicycle, and ride to spontaneous shows , then 
document the results on our website & gallery of submitted stories/illustrations.  
 
OUR GOAL: 50 bike-based performances across the 50-mile radius around San Onofre 
Nuclear Station, CA by the 1-year anniversary of Fukushima (3/11)

What we need help with: 
In addition to the two stories we 
are researching, writing & 
illustrating, we're calling for 
storyteller & artist submissions.

MY NUKE STORY
A collection of story 
cards sharing 
personal narratives in 
relation to nuclear 
energy or weapons. 

THINGS YOU CAN DO
Contribute to a story 
of action and positive, 
constructive ways we 
can affect energy 
consumption & policy.

IMAGINE NUKE-FREE
An open-ended 
collection of dreams, 
promises, possibility 
and consciousness- 
raising art & stories.

We'll gather & share 3 galleries of cards on these topics:

Share: 
Email: 
talknukes@gmail.com

Add to flickr @ 
talknukes

Tweet it with
#talknukes

Send originals:
P.O. Box TBA
Email us for info

11 inches
27.9 cm

17 inches
43.2cm

Contribute one card 
or a whole series/essay. 

Please include a short caption, to 
be read as this card is presented in 
the kamishibai stage.
All submitted work is considered 
Creative Commons w/ attribution. 

For more info:
http://talknukes.wordpress.com
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